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November 12, 1981

Findlay citizens rally to support Marathon
by Dave Slgworth
News staff reporter
FINDLAY - Five months ago, the city
of Findlay was flooded by a rainstrained Blanchard River. But yesterday the streets were swamped in a
sea of Marathon red, as the citizens
rallied to support their hometown oil
company.
Proposed by Sen. Howard Metzenbaum (D-Ohio) and organized by
Charles Lyon, a local insurance
agent, the rally attracted 5,000 to 6,000
"Marathon believers" opposed to a
takeover by Mobil Oil Corp.
The rally "got thepoint across," as
it also attracted 18 TV news crews and
"umpteen" newspaper reporters and
photographers, Lyon said.
LOCAL MERCHANTS closed their
doors at 11:30 a.m. for the two-hour
rally, which began on Main Street in
front of Marathon headquarters.
Music from the Findlay High School
Trojan Band - its members sporting
red Marathon baseball caps - signaled the gathering, as Marathon
employees handed out small placards
displaying the Marathon insignia and
buttons proclaiming, "I Love Marathon."
Marathon President Harold Hoopman made an unplanned visit to the
crowd, saying, 'It's pretty obvious
that I should be upstairs working. But
it's also pretty impossible to have this
display of goodwill without coming
down and saying thank you."

pipeline mileage and domestic refining capacity, he said.
"And there wouldn't be an extra
drop of oil and there wouldn't be a
major competitor." he added.
"I can come down solely to one
conclusion: This deal is wrong for the
country and it sure as hell is wrong for
Findlay, Ohio."
METZENBAUM SAID the merger
would have a tremendous impact on
the oil industry, especially affecting
the independent dealers who have
created a sense of competition out on
America's highways. Mobil doesn't
believe in independent dealers."
(Marathon is the nation's largest
supplier of petroleum products to
independent wholesalers and distributors who sell under their own brand,
according to Hoopman.)
"This is a merger that was not
made in heaven," Metzenbaum
said."I believe that now is the time to
draw the line and say, 'No more.' ...
You have my firm commitment that I
will fight this merger in the halls of
Congress."

"I'VE NEVER SEEN people join
together in Findlay in support of our
community like we have this week,"
Mayor Bentley Burr told the crowd.
Following a sing-along of "We Believe in Marathon," Metzenbaum
echoed Burr's views.
—"I don't think I've ever seen a
greater outpouring in cause of a concern ... It's pretty clear that this
merger adds nothing to the economy
and adds nothing to the oil needs of
this nation," Metzenbaum said. "This
merger shouldn't take place."

REP. MICHAEL OXLEY I R-Findlay) told the crowd that opposition to
the merger has received enormous
suppport' from members of Congress.
Oxley mentioned a bill proposed
Tuesday by Rep. Clarence Brown (ROhio) that would impose a nine-month
moratorium on any takeover proposals of Marathon or a comparativelysized company.
Turning the microphones over to
the audience, the congressmen heard
President Glenn Rasmussen of Findlay College explain that Marathon has
invested almost 1 million in Findlay
College, as well as human resources.
"As president of Findlay College, I
ask (the congressmen) to do everything they can, both legally and persuasively, to stop the merger,"
Rasmussen said.
Councilman Tom Bushong told the
congressmen that the people of Findlay entrusted them with two qualities:
"pride in what we are and hope for the
future."

THE BAND AND CROWD then
moved the rally a quarter-mile to
Central Junior High School, proceeding down a route decorated with red
ribbons by the Findlay Chamber of
Commerce.
The school's 1,500-seat auditorium
was packed as Burr presented Metzenbaum with a resolution, drafted by
City Council, opposing the merger.
Metzenbaum, a former chairman of
a Senate antitrust committee, said
anyone familiar with him "knows
nobody has been more critical of
some of our oil companies and their
practices."
A MERGER between Mobil and
Marathon would make the company
the nation's largest in gasoline sales,

"WE'RE NOT ASKING, we're
Sleading with you, not to twist arms
ut to break them if necessary,"
Bushong said.
After the rally and a briefing with
Hoopman and Oxley, Metzenbaum
said he has contacted the Federal
Trade Commission about looking into
antitrust implications.
Earlier in the day, Hoopman held a
eress conference in which he charged
lobil with "trying to set back public
attitudes (toward the oil industry) to
the days of the Standard Oil Trust.
"No matter what Mobil promises,
we don't believe they can be counted
on to look out for Marathon's people
and stockholders the way Marathon
can," Hoopman said.

stiff photo by Al Fuchs

Findlay residents lined Main Street
yesterday to show their support ol Marathon Oil, a local company that Mobil Oil
is trying to take over. Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum (left), who proposed the
rally, said he is against the takeover and
he would light tor Marathon and Findlay
in Congress.

staff photo by Dale Omori

Shuttle launches at dawn
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. (AP) -Columbia, suffering technological growing pains on the eve of its scheduled
return to space, underwent a series of
launch pad repairs in preparation for
a sunrise liftoff today.
Astronauts Joe Engle and Richard
Truly were ready, and officials predicted the ship will be, too.
Weather was not expected to be a
problem, even though the forecast
called for ground fog at dawn.
Anticipation was building along the
Florida Space Coast for Columbia's
fiery sendoff into the history books.
Never before has a craft attempted a
second visit to space. The shuttle,
which made a spectacular debut last
April, is designed for 99 more roundtnw.
COUNTDOWN for Columbia's second test flight was not without problems.
Less than 24 hours before the scheduled 7:30 a.m. EST launch, technicians found and fixed a leak in the
shuttle's huge external tank. But a
key electronic system, needed to fun-

Weather

nel flight data to mission control,
failed.
"There is no reason to believe we
won't get this tidied up," NASA official Michael Weeks said of the data
system. The troubleshooting took
place during a planned 11-hour hold
yesterday and the countdown remained on target.
Technicians at first thought the
data problem was with a unit called
the Pulse Code Modulator. They flew
in a replacement from the Johnson
Space Center in Houston, installed it,
and found a different problem.
They then looked elsewhere and
found three of seven "modulator-demodulators" were not sending data
firoperly. The devices translate one
orm of electronic signal into another
and form an electronic link between
Columbia and mission control.
The data system would have to be
working, Weeks said, before the
countdown resumed at 10:10 p.m. In
the final hours, the ship is filled with
500,000 gallons of fuel that will propel
its drive to the first of 83 scheduled

Inside

Sunny. High in the mid
Sea, low ia the upper 20s.
Near zero percent chance of
precipitation.

Nursing home
a place of life
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orbit.
For a time yesterday it appeared
the fuel tank might jeopardize the
launch. Technicians noticed helium
was seeping from the tank at a rate
three times the normal 24-hour loss of
.2 psi. A vent valve was opened and
closed manually and that seemed to
cure the leak.
"It's slowed down to where it belongs," Weeks said of the pressure
drop.
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration officials are hoping
that last-day glitches, or poor weather
conditions, force no further launch
delays.
LAST WEDNESDAY, the first attempt to launch Columbia's return to
space was postponed after a gummed
up hydraulic system created unacceptably high pressure. That scrub cost
eight days and 1.5 million to 2 million.
Engle and Truly, who have waited a
combined 31 years as astronauts to
take a ship into space, were described
as "relaxed and ready to go."

Rules may prevent students from
attaining honors upon graduation
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter
Graduating with honors is the ultimate reward for hard work and
academic achievement. Honor students put in long hours of study or
strive to achieve various kinds of
academic recognition during their
college years to wear the tassels
around their neck on graduation
day.
But some students may find that
the accomplishments they have
made in their college careers are
actually penalizing them and keeping them from receiving the recognition they deserve.
Mandy Roberts has been an academic achiever in the last 4 years,
highlighted by her 3.99 accumulative grade point average. She
tested out of 21 credit hours by
taking the College Level Examination Placement Test as a high
school senior. And she achieved

Diamond dazzles
with songs
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five hours through credit by exam,
in which she earned credit for a
math course simply by taking the
comprehensive final.
But Roberts now believes that all
these accomplishments are working against her.
SHE EXPLAINED that while
looking through the 1981-83 student
handbook last spring, she discovered she had accumulated too
many S/U credit hours under regulations that she said were not in the
handbook she was issued as a
freshman.
The student handbook states that
academic honors are based totally
on total letter-graded credits
(TLC), with a minimum of 85 TLC
for cum laude. 130 TLC for magna
cum laude and 150 for summa cum
laude.
All the academic advancements
Roberts made, such as the CLEP

test and credit by exam were recorded as pass/fail hours, and
along with all the courses for her
minor in music that she took S/U,
15 hours of student teaching, and
three hours of physical education,
she is left with 103 graded hours
and has lost her chance to graduate
summa cum laude.
Along with that, she discovered
that her last quarter grades are not
figured into her GPA.
"SO I'LL HAVE 199 hours, with a
3.99 average, and I'll be graduating
cum laude, the lowest honor," Roberts said.
And although she finds the rule
unfair, she said graduating with
honors is not important to her.
"I don't need a label to tell me
I've done okay," she said. "I'm
satisfied just knowing for myself.
However, I think this policy is
extremely unfair to education macontinued on peoe 5

Image sticks
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Keeping nuclear war small, simple
I cant tell you where the Limited
Nuclear War Room is in Washington,
but I can assure you that everyone
there is working very hard.
Wakko, whose book, "Nuclear War Kern It Small, Keep It Simple," is
must reading for defense planners,
said the idea of a Limited Nuclear
War, or LNW as it is referred to in inner circles, is now catching on with
more and more people who once felt
nuclear war was unthinkable.
"Accordng to our feasibility
studies," be told me on the LNW
mess, "it is now possible to fight a
Limited Nuclear War with minimal
damage to the U.S. and the Soviet
Union."
"Where?" I asked.
"Luxembourg. The terrain is excellent and the population is small. If
both sides can contain it there, we
won't get much fall-out from the rest
of the NATO countries. What do you
think?"
"I'm no expert on LNW,"I said,
"but I don't see how we could keep it
limited to just Luxembourg."
"If it does spill over, we're
prepared to fight in Switzerland."
'T thought Switzerland was
neutral."
"It is, but we can't do anything
about the prevailing winds. If they're
blowing that way. we may have to
write off Geneva.

Focus
by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

"I'm sorry to hear that. I was
always fond of Geneva."
"Well, it's either Geneva or Paris,
and we want to do everything in our
power to spare Paris, if we possibly
can."
"How come?"
"We were planning to set up our
LNW headquarters there. Our
zenerals prefer the hotels over
"What guarantees do you have in a
LNW that Paris won't be nuked?"

"We've told the Soviets if they zapped Paris, then we would nuke East
Berlin."
"What about London?"

"We can't guarantee every European city in a Limited Nuclear War
any more than the Russions can. But
the object is to keep the fighting to the
smaller towns, which won't be
missed."
"I hope you can spare Rome and
Florence," I said.
"I'm sure we can save Rome, but I
can't give you any guarantees on
Florence. If the Soviets come up from

the south we're going to have to stop
them somewhere."
"Have you written off Stockholm
and Copenhagen if they attack from
the north?"
"The Kremlin is aware that if they
flatten Stockholm and Copenhagen,
we'll wipe out Budapest ana Warsaw.
You see the beauty of Limited
Nuclear War is that both sides can
pick their targets, and if they
overstep them, they know the other
side will retaliate. For example, if the
Soviets radiate Amsterdam, then
we'll clobber Prague, and if they
decide to destroy Lisbon, we'll hit
Bucharest. This could lead to a major
confrontation between the super
powers, and we don't think the Soviets
want that."
"As long as you believe an LNW can
just be kept to the smaller towns in
Europe, I don't see why any sene person would be against it," I said.
"We're getting some opposition
from Europe, but we think ft's being
stirred up 6y the Communists. One of
our jobs is to persuade our friends on
the Continent that a Limited Nuclear
War is in their best interests, even if it
has to be fought on their soil."
"Better Madrid than Miami," I
said.
I can remember going to the movies
"Well," Wakko said, "I've got to go
back to work. We're war gaming an with my date when I was only sixteen.
I would go to the ticket counter and
LNW in Monaco."
ask for two tickets to see Saturday
Night Fever. The cashier there would
then ask my date and if we had any
identification, because the movie was
rated R. and you had to be seventeen
or be accompanied by an adult to see
it. Since neither of us were either
or an adult, we had to
of the work sphere, the pay scale, the seventeen
choose another picture.
prestige game, and the power play.
We chose one that minors were perI do not see any problem in the establishment of an investigative com- mitted to see without being accommittee as long as that committee does panied by a parent. We were still
not operate on the belief that the pro- charged the full adult fare to see that
blems women are experiencing lie movie. Having to pay an adult fare,
outside of women. I am asking for a but not being allowed to see an adult
thorough investigation into real movie, has always made me mad.
cause, perceived cause, real effect,
Now that I am eighteen, I'm an
and perceived effect, of real rape,
real discrimination, and real harass- adult, free to make my own choices in
ment cases for a redefinition of sexual life. The federal government conattitudes in a cultural context rather siders me an adult They sent me a
than a male discriminatory context, notice saying I have to register for a
thereby making the differences more possible draft. The state government,
however, will not let me drink in my
problemmatic.
own state until I am twenty-one.
The problems women are experiencing today can not be lumped in total
I am back in the same predicament
under the heading of sexual hostility as I was at the movie theater. It is untowards women. Each problem is uni- fair for society and the government to
?ue with its own set of causes and er- draw crooked lines when defining the
ects which do, unfortunately, erupt in term "adult".
a sexual context. Women are beginning to unite under a common cause
The dictionary defines an adult as
and are beginning to see some ' 'one who has arrived at full maturity,
changes, but they are mixing several especially in size, strength, and indifferent effects under the same tellectual capacity. One who has
causal condition and are therefore reached full maturity." This definilimiting the ways in which their com- tion is too broad for legal purposes
plaints can be effectively handled.
because people reach full maturity at

Legal adults should have all rights

Campus climate a cultural condition
I was very disappointed to read
Kathleen Koshar's October 27th article, "Director claims campus climate
hostile to women," and the ensuing
letters of response. I was disappointed because Ms. Koshar did not
adequately state the facts that Dr. Arpad found and because she neglected
to inform us how those facts were
established.
The article jumped back and forth
from the problem of equal employment (in terms of numbers) to the
problem of rape, and then concluded
with a description of the civil service
system which had no direct relation to
Dr. Arpad's committee report, and all
under the guise of the claim that
"equal educational opportunities are
not provided for women."
The responses which follow this article praise Dr. Arpad for her report
and again reiterate the claim that our
campus is sexist. One letter states
that "The whole University environment...should serve as a medium to
women's total education." My question is whether education should be
bargained for with the feeling that
women (or any minority grouping)
have been discriminated against and
that they should be compensated for
that violation, hence separating them
and making them 'special,' or, should
education be conducted in a climate
where educational freedom and quality are based upon individual incentive
and initiative*
Once we know what Dr. Arpad's
methods of evaluation were and what
her findings were, we can then inquire
as to whether the methods were appropriate and the results valid. I can
not argue with the fact that there are
more male employees at the University than female; however, I want to
know how many women in proportion
to men are applying for positions
here.
Further, I would want to compare
those figures to the number of women
presently employed in proportion to
men and I would not expect those
results to be valid unless I had broken
them down categorically by job type.
Acknowledging the earlier
discrimination which barred women
from universities, women have not attended graduate school until recently,
those who succeed and who do adhere
to scholarly expectations are

Focus
by Monica Manny
Center lor American Studies

recognised. At this University five
persons have been awarded full professorships. One of them is a woman.
This 20 percent matches Dr. Arpad's
findings that the ratio of women to
men in full-time faculty and tenured
positions is approximately 20 percent.
The campus climate is a cultural condition and needs to be treated as such
taking into account history, and not as
a problem which lies outside of
women and which is attached to
males under the heading of
' discrimination.'
I would also have to say that our
campus does evince an atmosphere
similar to that of a meat market,
however I would have to add that it is
a two-way street. Women can be just
as degrading to men as men can be
towards women, each treating the
other as though they were a piece of
meat to be consumed and excreted.
There is an apparent conflict in the
situation of both women and men who
purposefully and rudely offend the opposite sex, either implicitly or explicitly, but whom aren't happy
unless they have the attentions of the
opposite sex.
If sexual attitudes were brought out
from their taboo, hushed, under-thetable state and brought into the open,
American society, college campuses,
parents, and individuals would have
to deal with its presence rather than
try to pretend sexuality does not exist.
As it is now, the freedom implicit in
the sexual habits of many Americans
should negate the sexual taboos,
however, it doesn't (which leads to
the question of the function and need
for those taboos, but which isn't the
point here).
The attitude present in American
society, and particularly in women, is
to not recognise sexual being within
the context of sexuality - when sexual
being is indeed present and when its
drives demand to be recognised - but
to place sexual being into the context
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life. After all, he is an adult which is,
by definition, a person who has reached full maturity.

Focus

But the law has another large bend
to it; eighteen-year-olds are adults except when it comes to buying hard liquor. They will be mature and old
University Student
enough for liquor when they are
twenty-one. Because the state governdifferent ages. For this reason there ment is concerned about the alcohol
is a need to have a fixed age when a problem in the high schools, beginning next year adults will not even be
person is legally an adult.
Right now that age is eighteen. allowed to buy beer until they are
Eighteen is a proper age for a person nineteen.
to be considered an adult. A person is
I am not trying to say eighteenout of, or almost out of, high school
and is ready to enter the job market year-olds should be able to decide for
themselves if they want to drink or
or college.
not. I am saying that adults should be
The trouble with the law, that states allowed to make that decision. It is
eighteen-year-olds are adults, is that hard to say when a person is an adult,
it bends far too much. Eighteen is the but there has to be a legal definition of
cutoff point which usually divides the term. When a person is a legal
minors from adults legally, but not adult he should be granted all the
rights as well as having to accept all
always.
the responsibilities of adulthood.
In the practical sense a person
starts being considered a part-time
He should not have these rights
adult at around fourteen. A person before
he is eighteen or have to wait
over fourteen in my home town has to for them
after his eighteenth birthpay adult prices at the theater. He day. It is not
fair to have the governcannot see adult - R-rated - films but ment tell a person
in what areas he is
he must pay the adult fare.
an adult and in what areas he is not.

by Peter Luttmann

When a person finally turns eighteen he is legally an adult. He is his
own guardian, he may vote, he must
pay taxes, he can even be drafted. In
short, he now has all the rights and
responsibilities of an adult and is free
to make his own decisions about his

It does not matter at what age a person is to be called an adult; whether it
is eighteen or twenty-one, there
should be a clear, unbending line of
adulthood. It would mike life a lot
easier for some of us.

Lettersi
Clerk of Courts:
who's fault was it?
I was also in the courtroom the
night Kathy Ernest was swallowed up
by goblins and witches. I am the ClerR
of Student Court.
As I remember it, the red-haired
freckled-faced prosecutor came into
my office that afternoon and said he
was having some problems with his
case. I put down my pen and sat ready
to listen. He began by saying that he
had found out by accident that his case
was false, the girl in question didn't
have a sister.
"So what?" I said.
"Read the case!" he said.
"Oh!" I said, 'the only thing we can
do is hope she changes her story

Respond.
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News. 106
University Hall

before court, but I'll warn her defense
counselor."
With the defense warned, »e approached the "midnight" hour of 6:30.
Everyone came into the courtroom.
As Kathy stated, her defense
counselor asked her if her statement
was true, her reply was, "Of course!"
Her account of the dialogue is very
good except she must have double vision because there were five of us on
the bench, (four justices and me)
She really can't be angry with her
defense, he knew she was lying, we
knew it and she knew it
I'm sorry she feels she wasn't causing any harm, but she was. What good
would it do if everyone who felt they
didn't deserve a ticket developed a

reason to get out of it. There are
several tickets voided every year by
us from people who did have
legitimate reasons.
I think her R.A. should have thought
twice about giving that kind of advice
to a naive freshmen.
I'm still the Clerk of Court, and I
remember this night very well
because in the four years that I have
been the clerk, this is the only time
this situation has arisen. People who
usually bring tickets to us feel they
have a good reason for doing so, such
as, Miss Ernest's real excuse of her
wisdon teeth.
This University puts a lot of faith in
our ability to be just in our decisions
and we try to do lust that.

In closing, I would like to comfort
Kathy by telling her that all the
justices agreed they would have
suspended your fine if you would have
told the truth at first. So, you see by
doing that, you could have saved
Kirsef $6, a meeting with ex-marine
rek Dickinson and three-years
probation.
Yes, it is "Justice For All." The
same night you came to court there
were five others, only two were fined:
you and a guy who parked in two
spaces with his corvette so no one
would hit it. Kathy, who's fault was it
really?
Dorothy Blatnlk
Clark of Court*
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Consumer Union helps solve housing problems
by Len McDermott
News Reporter
If you want to become more aware
of consumer issues, or you have a
problem as a consumer, the Student
Consumer Union is where you want to
go.
"Our main goal is to make students
become more intelligent consumers,"
Monna McCoy, public relation person
for the Student Consumer Union said.
The union suggests to students the
options in handling problems concerning housing and merchants.
McCoy added that the union does

further research of reputable businesses through case workers. The
union has access to professional agencies that have dealt with the case
workers in the past. They also have
obtained legislative material from the
government concerning tenative laws
and other cases dealing with consumer issues.
THE MOST COMMON problems
that the union receives, according to
McCoy, concern repairs to apartments and refunding of security deposits. Fortunately, students nave

BG log-

all the rent payments to the Clerk of
Courts. The landlord will not receive
his rent payments until all the repairs
are made.

future problems.
STEP TWO-If the landlord does not
meet the scheduled appointment for
repairs, the tenant should send a
certified letter to the landlord concerning the repairs needed in the
apartment. The tenant will receive a
receipt signed by the landlord from
the mailman. Wnen the receipt is in
the tenant's hand, the landlord has 30
days to make repairs.
STEP THREE-If the repairs are
not made in 30 days, the tenant should
place his rent in escrow. When he
places his rent in escrow he is making

stance, in a case involving a broken
window that needs repairs immediately because heat loss is causing
rising utility bills, the union would
call the landlord and ask what is being
done about the repairs, she said.
Security deposits are another common problem the union receives from
students. Students are mainly uninformed on the regulation concerning
deposits, according to a union representative.
Security deposits protect the landlords from damages done to their
buildings.

"I HAVE a lot of respect for most
landlords," McCoy said. As long as
tenants and landlords can talk with
each other as adults, both can solve
their problems more easily.
She said at times problems occur
that need attention immediately.
"The union can mediate for a tenant
depending on the situation...the union
does have clout," she said. For in-

Quit smoking clinics aid in kicking habit

The University student chapter
of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
INTERIOR DESIGNERS is holding a Career Day from 7:30 a.m. to
10 p.m. in the Town Room of the
Union. It will provide students with
the opportunity to interact with
professionals. All Interior Design
students are welcome.

MINORITY STUDENTS IN
HEALTH-CARE PROFESSIONS
will meet at 6 p.m. in the Amani.

The UNIVERSITY DANCE ALLIANCE will hold an organizational meeting for its Christmas
Sroject at 7:15 p.m. in 302 Eppler
orth. The meeting is open to all.

"RACISM AND JUSTICE FOR
ASIAN AMERICANS" will be discussed at 7:30 p.m. in the Prout
Hall Lounge.

Dear Dr. Well-Be,
I want to go to the University Health
Center for birth control and other
sexual matters, but I am not sure
what they offer. How, and when can
they help me?
Ready for a test...

A WOMEN'S COMMUNITY
COFFEEHOUSE will be held from
8 to 11 p.m. in the Cardinal Room.
Union. Local women artists will
share their talent. All are welcome
to the event sponsored by women
for women.

There is no charge to talk to one of
the physicians. The only costs involved are those which cover lab work
or medical treatment.
The University health Center is
open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
thru Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday
aand 12 noon to 2 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information, or to make an
appointment, call the Health Center
at372-2271.

Dear Ready,
The University Health Center can
provide you with a wide range of
services. There are two obstetrics/gynecology specialists, available by apDear Dr. Well-Be,
pointment only, at the Health Center
I started smoking when I came to
every Tuesday and Friday. In addi- college
and now I want to quit. How do
tion, three, on-staff physicians will I go about
it and who do I contact for
also provide gynecological treatment more information?
upon request. These services include
Ashtray Breath
natural family planning, prescription
of birth control pills avid diaphragms,
Dear Ashtray,
Bip smear tests, and venereal disease
Thereare many methods that you
boratory work and treatment.

"PROGENY, PROGRESS AND
PRIMROSE PATHS" (the Ethics
of In Vitro Fertilization) will be the
lecture given at 7:30 p.m. by Professor Samuel Gorovitz in 110 Business Administration Building. The
event is free and open to the public.

"BETRAYAL" will be shown by
the University Theater at 8 p.m.
nightly through Saturday in the Joe
E. Brown Theater. General admission is i 1.

w

rights through legal means to have
repairs done and security deposits
refunded.
McCoy offers three steps for students to follow to have repairs done in
their apartments.
STEP ONE - Make an appointment
with the landlord for him to make all
the necessary repairs in the apartment. McCoy specified that according
to law the tenant only has to noify the
landlord once, however, she said if the
problems are minor, try to arrange
another appointment to avoid unnecessary hassles which could lead to

can use to stop smoking. However,
none of them will be easy. Try to
remember that since smoking is a
habit you once learned, it can, with
effort, be unlearned. Also, since the
effects of cigarette smoking are long
term and cumulative it is better to
break the habit while you are young.

gratification of smoking. The American Cancer Society offers free Quit
Smoking clinics, and local hospitals
also offer clinics. You can gain more
information to quit smoking by contacting the American Lung Association, american Medical Association or
by joining the Great American Smoke
Out Pledge, November 17,18, and 19.

Some people can quit smoking suddenly and completely and never
smoke again. For ohters, this "cold
turkey" method is unnerving and
discouraging. If this is the case, try to
keep a record of the number of cigarettes you smoke a day, and whrer
you smoke. This record will point to
ways that you can eliminate cigarettes and eventually stop altogether.
Another method is to find a substitute, like chewing gum, for the oral

All anawara hive bean researched by
The Wall peer counselors It you have
questions lor Dr. Well-Be, write drop In,
or call The Wall at 2-0302, 2nd floor
University Haalth Center.

Save a life:
Give blood

T

Bronze, Yellow, & White

SAVE $8.00
on AAA Memberships

through December 31,1981
WOOD County Auto Club
414 E. Wooator
: Bowling Green, OH '
332-3276

THE
PERFECT GIFT
FOR
EVERY DRIVER

NEW MIXED LEAGUE
NOW FORMING
Wednesday 9:00p.m.
Mixed-Men & Women
5 Per Team

Jhe [-^erfect ZJouch ffjeautu

CASH & CARRY

Gift Idea

90% HDCP

DAISY POMPS pkg

introducing f-^tnnu Shiftman

PRINTED & PLAIN OR WRITE YOUR
OWN MESSAGE

HAIRCUTS AND BLOWDRY
ONLY $8.00

HELIUM BALLOONS available

Hluted
ZJ-lcou/erd
W

in DAIRY QUEEN BLDG
Facing RR Tracks Off Wooster

WALK-INS ARE WELCOME!
OPEN: MONDAY TH<?U SATURDAY

1084S MAIN SI
352-2812

AFTER SCHOOL TEACHERS TRIO
BOWLING LEAGUE
WEDNESDAY 4:00 P.M.
3 Games Per Week Include Ball — Shoes

*fe

3.00 Per Week 3 To A Team

AL-MAR LANES

Dixie Electric Co.
lac.

1010 N. Main

Cocktail lounge - snack bar - game room

league and open Bowling

Salon & boutique

$2.50 ea.

call Mary Jo 352-4637
An Entertainment Utility

DON'T

Rock V Roll
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oumn

Woo.i..

j

'lap
4»

IHI r-fi
iM^OlllUM

ion s. Mam it. BNtiiwertM

352-6459
OPEN DAILY 11 9
SUNDAYS 12-5

the PET
EMPORIUI
PET SHOP

ALL TROPICAL FISH

BUY TWO GET
ONE FREE
LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHWESTERN OHIO

■

SALE ENDS SUNDAY

Friday, November 13
Are you tired of requesting your
favorite tunes only to find that the D.J.
doesn't have them?
Well, this Friday you can make sure
that you will hear what you want,
becauseDixie will be having a Rock 'iT Roll
War!

Simply bring in your favorite tunes
and our D.J.'s will spin them.
We will be listening for the best tunes
that you bring in.
Remember all's fair in love and war
— so bring as many of your tunes as you
want and maybe you'll win the Rock 'iT
Roll War.

'It'lCNmN.,,^,! ii. 1MI

BUSCH. The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band."
C Anftsuaar-Buac*. Inc

Si Lou* Mo

T»» K News Nmrtu U, INI S

Trustees decision to affect election times
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter
The question of when elections for
student government officers and representatives will be held was discussed at a meeting of the constitution
steering committee last night.
Mike Gray son, Student Consumer
Union Representative to the steering
committee, told the steering committee that the Black Student Union will
present an argument against the
newly elected student constitution at
the Board of Trustees meeting Friday.
Normally, requests to be put on the

Honors

staH photo by Al Fuchs
H«rold Hoopman, president of Marathon Oil, spoke to the crowd briefly
and thanked Flndlay residents for their support

CAMPUS FILMS
PRESENTS

BUT ROBERTS SAID she never

Thur. Nov. 12
"Twentieth Century" 8;oo PM

Kim Copper
Rebecca Deets
Jodi Eckel
Tar a Marx
Lauren Gottlieb
Jane Hankenhof
Becky Lawrence

Gish Theotre Free & Open to oil
FRI & SAT Nov. 13 8 14

"The JAZZ SINGER"
7:30 & 9:45 210 MSC $1 w/sludent ID

a ruling in her first handbook, and she
added that even her advisers were not
aware of it.
McComber stressed that the registrar's office is not a legislative body,
and that it is the responsibility of that
legislative body who made the ruling
to bring it to the attention of the
students.
"When I came up nere to take
courses I asked people if it would
affect my grade point, and they said
no," Roberts said.

SO SHE TOOK all the classes in her
music minor S/U, as she said she
wanted to relax in her minor.
"Now they come out with this handbook with a new little formula," she
said, explaining that pass/fail hours
are subtracted from letter-grade
hours.
But McComber noted many students wrongly assume the ruling is
based on a straight grade point average.
"I think it's a eood rule." Sara Lioi,

a junior political science major, said.
"I think it's fair to say if you take so
many courses pass/fail that you
shouldn't be able to graduate with
honors."
ANOTHER STUDENT with a 4.0
average who tested out of 46 credit
hours through the Time-Flex program, not offered this year, said he
will attend school the normal four
years anyway, which will give him
the chance to earn the required ISO
TLC and allow him to graduate with
honors.

Pagliai's East
SUN 4 pm -1 am
MON-WED11 am- 1 am
THURS & FRI 11 am-2 am
SAT 4 pm - 2 am

Reach for the Roses

Also
Appearing on Campus This Spring

April 26

that it was the responsibility of the
steering committee to have the elections as soon as possible, and thought
it would be better to have two elections, with the second one held spring
quarter.
Kortokrax reminded persons present that decisions on election times
will depend on the decision the Board
of Trustees makes on the constitution.
"If they table it, there will be no
election the third week (of winter
quarter)," she said.
It was decided to make a plan as to
when elections will be held next week.

n,i.t.tt».s.ajtt.i.M.i.ii

The Sisters of Kappa Delta
are proud to welcome
our new actives

t
t

IN DISCUSSION of election times,
Bruce Johnson, Academic Affairs
Coordinator to the steering committee, and Kortokrax presented options
for election times discussed at an
executive board meeting held Monday.
One of these options, Kortokrax
said, was to hold elections winter
quarter. Some reasons she gave for
this option included allowing the Elec-

tions and Opinions Board time to
draw up rules and regulations and
giving candidates time to campaign.
She added that these elected persons would serve until next spring.
Johnson said that when student
government originally set up the
steering committee, it had intended
for the constitution election, held last
week, be held by the fifth week of
winter quarter.
He presented the suggestion that
officer/representative elections be
held the third week of winter quarter,
allowing new officers to start their
term at the end of spring quarter.
SEVERAL PERSONS present said

from P«4)»>1

jors and others who have to do
internships which are graded
pass/fail. Because of this, I'm
lighting it."
Becky McComber, assistant registrar, said the ruling was made in
1973, and it was publicized in a
bulletin for four years before it
took effect.
"And this was to give students
the chance to become aware of the
policy," she said.

IlltlttlHttl

agenda of a board meeting must be
submitted to the board two weeks
before the meeting. Dana Kortokrax,
acting president of the student body,
said after the meeting.

8:00 PM
Sidedoor. Union

KDLove
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ATARI VIDEO CARTRIDGES
AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS
200 HOME VIDEO MOVIES IN STOCK

REVERE DR. & W. POE

MEADOWVIE*WCOyRT~}
^ APARTMENTS '%>

PRESENTS*

ACU-I Billiards

Tournament
Nov. 21 & 22 Noon to 5:00 PM
Student Rec Center
50* Per Person
Sign-up in UAO Office & SRC
for Men and Women's
Single Elimination Divisions

\. V
SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE
3 Bedroom Apis. 1 Bedroom Apts. Efficiencies
FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED
all utilities Included
• gas heat
except lights
• swimming pool
laundry facilities
• party room
available
•game room
i sauna
214 Napoleon 352-1195

#*

r^

>i

Deadline: Nov. 19
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FALCONS VS. LAKE SUPERIOR
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\3he J&mnaememn
STUDENT GEN. ADMISSION
$2.00
ADULT GEN. ADMISSION
$3.00
RESERVED
$4.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE AND
AT THE GATE

f •*«<», '/Xm.afM/./kn'/'/en'ifMfiit
333.4101 3334143
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Palestinian autonomy still in doubt Day in review,
Israel would not make any more
concessions in the deadlocked negotiations. The talks already are a year
and a half behind schedule.
Egypt and Israel are trying to agree
on the jurisdiction and structure of an
autonomous council to govern the
Gaza and West Bank of the Jordan
River, which Israel captured from
Egypt and Jordan in the 1967 Mideast

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Egyptian, Israeli and U.S. negotiators discussed
self-rule for Palestinians in Israelioccupied lands yesterday against a
backdrop of differences over the future of Middle East peace talks.
The meeting began behind closed
doors at the Mena House Hotel near
the Great Pyramids.
Earlier, Foreign minister Kamal
Hassan Aly greeted the Israeli delegation at Cairo airport saying he
hoped for as "much progress as possible."
Israeli Interior Minister Yosef Burg
replied that his delegation was making "a serious visit to move forward
towards success."
But neither side offered new ideas,
and an Israeli official said privately

IN' ADDITION to Burg, the Israeli
representatives are Foreign Minister
Yitzhak Shamir and Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon.
Egypt's delegation is comprised of
Minister of State Butros Ghali and
Undersecretary Taher Shash as well
as Aly.
American ambassador to Egypt,

Alfred Atherton, and U.S. ambassador to Israel, Samuel Lewis, represented the United States.
The 1979 Camp David peace treaty
between the two countries called for
"full autonomy" for the 1.3 million
Palestinians in the two territories by
May 1980. This was to be followed by a
five-year period during which the
final status of the Arab lands would be
decided in talks that included Palestinian representatives.
Israel now is pressing Egypt to
accept the much more modest goal of
signing a "memorandum of
agreement" on an autonomous council for the West Bank and Gaza,
before Israel withdraws from the
Sinai next April.
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BOSTON (AP) - Large cancerous tumors can be
shrunk dramatically by washing small amounts of the
patient's blood with protein from a common bacteria,
according to a new study directed by Dr. David Terman
at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.
The work may represent a unique approach to
treating cancer, but doctors caution that it is experimental and needs far more study. The bacteria from
which the protein is taken has been linked to a variety
of ailments, including toxic shock syndrome.
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Acrobat scales building Bacteria shrinks tumors
CHICAGO (AP) - Acrobat Dan Goodwin, drenched by
firefighters but urged on by cheering crowds, scaled
the luO-story John Hancock Center yesterday after
Mayor Jane Byrne told him he could climb at his own
risk.
The 25-year-old stuntman from San Rafael, Calif.,
dressed in a red and blue costume and in a coat
provided by the city, reached the top of the 1,107-foot
building after more than five hours of negotiation and
painstaking maneuvering.
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FOLLOW THE FALCONS
TO EASTERN MICHIGAN)
-STUDENT TICKETS ONLY $1.00!
-YPSILANTI IS ONLY AN HOUR AWAY!
-SHOW BG SPIRIT & PRIDE. GET A CAR LOAD
OF FRIENDS AND SUPPORT THE TEAM!
BG IS UNDEFEATED IN LAST 5 GAMES!
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE MEMORIAL
HALL TICKET OFFICE. FOLLOW THE FALCONS!
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BEREA (AP) - Cleveland Browns
Coach Sam Rutigliano has figured out
one reason why the San Francisco
49ers have enjoyed so much success
this season.
It's a trait similar to one that has
boosted his own squad.
"San Francisco s broken a logjam
at quarterback. (Coach) Bill (Walsh)
has done a good job out there, but San
Francisco without a quarterback
could be a 3-7 team as easily as 8-2,"
Rutigliano said.
Of course, Cleveland's success in
the last two seasons under Rutigliano
has been traced to the development of
quarterback Brian Sipe, the winner of
numerous most valuable player
awards last year.
In San Francisco, the name Joe
Montana looms larger than the state
itself. Montana has thrown for 2,338
yards and IS touchdowns. His efficiency ratine as a quarterback is 91.0,
tops in the National Football League.

Rutigliano
finds little
fault with
49ers' QB

"San Francisco has beaten the
teams in its (NFC West) division that
it needed to beat," Rutigliano said. "I
think the thing they're frying to do is
stay free of serious injuries that could
hurt them in the playoffs."
The 49ers haven't clinched a playoff
spot yet, but they hold a three game
lead over Los Angeles and Atlanta in
the NFC West. San Francisco has
beaten both teams once this year.
CLEVELAND IS fighting to keep a
fading hope of playoff contention alive. The Browns frail the divisionleading Cincinnati Bengals by three
games, but they beat Cincinnati on
the road and host the Bengals Nov. 29.
"Cincinnati is 7-3, but there's no
way they can be sure of anything yet,
just as we can't be counted out yet,
Rutigliano said. "The future is good.
There's no reason for anyone to panic.
We can rebound."

'Ike' lights them up on 'hike'
CINCINNATI (AP). - Age hasn t
stripped Cincinnati Bengals wide receiver Isaac Curtis of his skills. Just
ask the San Diego Chargers.
In an attempt to shut down the
Bengals' potent passing attack, the
Chargers put single coverage on the
31-year-old Curtis last Sunday. The 10year veteran showed he had a few
moves left, shaking free for eight
first-half receptions and a touchdown
in the Bengals' 40-17 victory.
"It has been a long time since I saw
that much single coverage," said
Curtis, who finished the game with
the eight catches for 147 yards.
The four-time all-Pro receiver
usually draws double coverage from
opponents wary of his speed and fluid
moves. But with rookie Cris

Collinsworth and tight end Dan Ross
enjoying frequent success this season,
the Chargers decided to cover Curtis
with just 31-year-old cornerback Willie Buchanon.
It didn't work.
"Geez, I can't believe the Chargers
fried that," Collinsworth said. ?'I'll
bet Dee (Curtis' nickname) hasn't
seen that much single coverage in
years. That's how come Danny and I
have caught so many passes, we just
sort of run around out there and have
fun while the defense is on Ike.
"They decided to test Ike and see if
he could still play this game, and he
really lit them up. It was almost
laughable to think anyone could stop
him one-on-one."
The Bengals thought that San Diego

might try to spread the defensive
coverage around. When that happened, they were prepared to go to
Curtis often.
"We knew our flanker (Curtis)
would have a big day if we were going
to control the ball," said receiver
Coach Lindy Infante. "If we were
going to get it done, Ike had to do it.
And I don't think there's any question
that he did."
Five of quarterback Ken Anderson's first six completions were to
Curtis, who now has caught 28 passes
for 493 yards - the third best totals on
the club - and one touchdown.
The 1975 season perhaps was his
best. Curtis caught 44 passes for 934
yards - easily the most total yardage
of his career.

LIVE MUSIC
Thursday, Nov. 12

Friday & Saturday,
Nov. 13, 14

FROM CLEVELAND
Special appearance

"Ken ft Stacy"

by Mark Murphy
& "Slippery Rock'

9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
$1.00 COVER

9:30 p.m. • 1:30 a.m.
NO COVER

107 Stmtt Street at Woomfr

353-8735

SPECIAL PIZZA PARTY
GROUP BUFFET
ALL You Can Eat
(10 or More People)

PIZZA-SALAD AND LARGE
SOFT DRINK

$3.50
PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE MON. WED OR THUR EVENINGS ADVANCE RESERVATION REQUIRED
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.-Alt-Sports Pass
•-2 tesetve seal tickets lor the
BG-UTgam.
•'An autographed team photo.
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RUNNER-UP
^ 2 reserve seat tickets for the
BG-Mlami game.
•An autographed team photo.

ALL ENTRIES RECEIVE A1981-82 TEAM PHOTO

Support the Talcon Basketball team by using your
spirit to write a slogan for the Talcon Scoreboard.
All slogans must fit the following requirements:
• Each slogan must "til'' In two lines ot 18 characters per line.
• Words cannot be hyphena>ed between lines and the spaces between words
are counted In the 36 spaces.
• Apostrophes (') and dashes (-) are the only punctuation marks
available and count as one space each.
- ENTRIES ARE DUE NO LATER THAN NOV. 30 SMtrMrifctMtt: SCOREBOARD SPIRIT CONTEST
UhMfc Promotion, Offlct. SttOtum. BCSU
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Sports
MacLellan still draws everyone's attention
BG defenseman benefits
from his intimidating size
by Tracy Collins
Newt stan reporter
For three years, when number 24
for Bowling Green's hockey team
was on the ice, it meant that the
hitting would be hard and the scoring rushes would be terrific. His
every flashy move was noticed by
the crowd.
1961 has brought a change for
senior co-captain Brian MacLellan.
He still uses his 6-3,210-pound frame
to hit as hard as ever, but his role on
the Falcon team has changed. It is
now his job to stop those scoring
rushes, rather than lead them.
MacLellan is leading the defense
this season, for the first time since
his Junior Hockey days playing for
the Holoday Platters in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada. He has now completed the full circuit, being
switched from defense to wing during his freshman season, ana now
moving back again to the blue line.
While his role is greater for BG,
since the Falcons are low on depth
and experience on defense, his play
does not generate the attention it did
when he played on the wing.
ON OFFENSE, it is easy to remember the good games, such as
MacLellan's four goals against Ferris State College as a freshman. But
on defense, the good games are the
ones that go most unnoticed to the
uneducated viewer.
"It's hard to remember a personal
best game on defense," MacLellan
said. "It's more like a good team
game. You can't really name a
personal best game, because it may
happen when-.the team loses."
tfacLeJ
es the example of a
fine BG d
'man of the past, Ken
Morrow,
0of the New York falanders.
"I remerfrber Kenny when he was
playing his senior year here," MacLellan said. "Nobody seemed to
notice how good he was. I never
heard anything said about him that
whole year, until he went to the
Olympics (in 1980). He was a steady
defenseman -he never did anything
flashy - and people didn't recognize
him/'
The scouts saw Morrow's ability,
and MacLellan is hoping the NHL
might see the same skills in him. He
said the late change to defense

Swimmers
set to take
first dive
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

should not be a hindrance to any
chances he has to play professional
hockey.
"It really won't hurt my chances if anything it will help them," MacLellan said. "I have experience at
both defense and wing, and the pros
are looking for big defensemen.
"I NEED TO IMPROVE my agility and my stickhandling speed, but
I think I could probably play. I
certainly hope so.
During his freshman season, most
talk of playing professionally was
centered around his amazing skill at
Claying wing, something he adapted
) quickly when he was placed there.
MacLellan had 63 points in his
rookie year, on 34 goals and 29
assists, but his scoring has never
been the same.
The proverbial sophomore slump
hit MacLellan especially hard. He
had two outstanding games, scoring
twice against Lake Superior and
netting a hat trick against Western
Michigan, but he had only three
goals in the other 36 games he
played.
"I got off to a fairly good start that
year, but I had a couple of injuries
and I never got started again," he
said. "My freshman year, the goals
seemed to come easily. I just shot
the puck, I never really thought
about it. Since then, I've been
pressing too hard, trying to make
everything too fine."
MacLellan increased his scoring
output to 11 goals last year, but the
most significant event of the season
came when he was moved to defense
in order to fill a void created by
injuries. It was then that coach
Jerry York realized MacLellan's
Eotential at the position. Although
e was moved back to wine for the
remainder of the season, the decision was made that a permanent
switch was in order.
"THEY TOLD ME before I went
home for the summer that I would
be playing defense this year, so I
worked on my defense rather than
playing wing," MacLellan said. "I
adjusted pretty well, having played
before, and I feel pretty comfortable
with it. I just had to get used to
skating backward."
There was a chance that the move
to defense would be a step in that
same direction, but MacLellan's

staff photo by Al Fuchs
Though he hit been moved to detente this year, BQ't senior co-captain Brian MacLellan ttill hat to be
considered a legitimate goal-scoring threat tor the Falcone, at he wat wae here In e scrimmage with MichiganDearborn last month al the Ice Arena.

intimidating size and style of play
has helped the transition. Unfortunately, that size works against him
with opposing fans and the officials,
MacLellan said.
"They sort of keep an eye out for
me because I am so much bigger
than most of the people out there,"
he said. "I have to take a lot of
cheap calls, and that changes the
way you play because you are afraid

to hurt the team. I play my best
when I am hitting hard.
"WHEN I HIT a guy with a pretty
good check and they call a penalty,
it is for elbowing, because the guy is
so much shorter than I am."
Because of the penalties MacLellan takes - he has 125 penalties for
264 minutes in the 127 games he has
Elayed at BG - he is called a "goon"
y many of the league's fans, an

accusation MacLellan said is unjustified.
"They are looking for someone to
yell at, and they look for the biggest
Buy," he said. "I just shut them out.
sually it makes me play harder."
And that brings MacLellan attention of another kind, the kind given
by those NHL scouts who just happen to be in the stands looking for a
big, hard-hitting defenseman.

Bowling Green's men's swimming
team dives into action this weekend
when the Falcons travel to Western
Michigan, Saturday, for the Michigan
Intercollegiates Relays.
BG coach Rod Zwierlein, who made
his debut last weekend when the
women swimmmers opened their season, has five seniors back, plus junior
standouts Phil Koester and Matt Lenhart returning from last season's
team, a fifth place finisher in the MidAmerican Conference. The swimmers
also had a 4-4 dual meet mark.
Although Zwierlein said the Falcons
appear to have a well-balanced
lineup, he said the team may not have
the depth needed to make BG one of
the favorites in the MAC title chase.
"WE'VE BEEN working hard since
beginning practice," Zwierlein said.
"Our free-style and relay teams, in
general, look strong, we've been
swimming a lot of yardage in practice
and at this point in time, I think we
have progressed well."
Co-captains Pat Sugrue and Brian
Soltis are two seniors Zwierlein said
he expects to lead the Falcon swimmers in 1961-82. Sugure, who's
younger brother Frank is a freshman
on the team this year, has been one of
the team's top tree-style swimmers
during his career at BG. Soltis specializes in the back stroke and has
been one of BG's premier swimmers
in that event.
Other seniors are Chris Liedel, who
will also participate in the freestyle
events and Gregg Reinmann. a past
winner of the Most Improved Swimmer Award.
Another top returnee is Matt Lenhart, a former standout at Bowling
Green High School and a winner of the
Most Valuable Competitor Award last
season. Zwierlein said Lenhart will
swim in the free-style events ranging
from 50 to 500 meters.
ZWIERLEIN SAID the Western
Michigan meet this weekend will be a
non-scoring affair in which 12 events
make up the agenda.
"The relays are basically used as
yardsticks as far as giving us an idea
of how they (the competing teams)
will do against each other," Zwierlein
said. "It gives coaches an opportunity
to size up their teams."
In the diving events, the Falcons
will be looking to Koester, a former
all-American in high school and three
time MAC champion in the one meter
diving event.

Cagers make Eppler South home away from home
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor
When Bowling Green's men's basketball team takes the floor in Anderson
Arena Nov. 20 for an exhibition game
with Guelph (Ont.) University, seveembers of
ral members
i BG's team will be as
unfamiliar with the surroundings as
their opponents.

The Falcons began preparing for
the rapidly approaching season over
three weeks ago, but many of the
newcomers to the team have yet to
rattle the rims on the court they will
soon be playing games on.
The installation of some new
bleachers in Anderson Arena has
forced BG to practice in the old Men's
Gym, now known as Eppler South.

The lighting is not as good, the floor
creaks with age, and sometimes the
ball refuses to bounce back up on a
dribble.
According to Coach John Weinert,
however, BG's roundballers are making the best of their episode in Eppler.
"I HAD MY DOUBTS about going
over to the old gym, but our young
men have approached it with such a

positive attitude," Weinert said. "The
biggest inconvenience has been having to alter some of their classes a
litUe bit - and their eating habits. The
biggest inconvenience was not on the
coaches - it was on the players and
we've had such positive feedback."
The old bleachers in Anderson
Arena had to be replaced because
they were a safety hazard, according

to both Weinert and BG Athletic Director Jim Lessig. Construction on
the new bleachers began Nov. 2, and
is scheduled to be completed in time
for BG's exhibition game with
Guelph.
"It's strictly a safety measure,"
Lessig said. "Those old bleachers
were brought over from the old gym.

They're 30 or more years old and they
were in very unsafe condition.
The new bleachers will be electronically controlled and will no longer
have to be pulled out manually,
according to Lessig. Although the
Arena's capacity will be decreased
slightly, more than 200 chair seats
will be included in the new sections.
CONSTRUCTION DID NOT not
start until this month because the
move had to be approved by the
University Board of Trustees.
"Once they decided to go ahead, we
moved as quickly as possible," Lessig
said. "Because we are a state-funded
school, we had to accept bids on the
job. That took about a month, but now
things are moving pretty rapidly."

Home-less:

BO cagers have a teat In Eppler South while listening to change* In NCAA rules tor thlt winter. Not
too far away In Anderson Arena, seats are at a premium these daye because of a late Board of
Trustee's decision to replace the old bleachers with now, electronically-controlled esata. From left are:
Paul Abendroth; Bill Fains; Marcus Newbem; Guy Nssl; Al Thomas; Bill Siabo; Keith Taylor; Tim
Browne; Colin Irish; David Jenkins, Lamar Jenkins; and Jos Harrison.

photo by Ron Hagler

Both Weinert and Lessig agreed
that the University might have been
socked with a lawsuit if they would
not have replaced the old bleachers
and they had collapsed with people in
the stands.
"If they didn't replace them and
something happened, the University
would really be at fault. They were
worried about all those people getting
in the stands and moving around,
Weinert said. "The nice thing about
that is that when I got here six years
ago, we didn't, have anybody In the
stands to hurt the bleachers.
Weinert said that he originally was
worried about having to practice in
Eppler South, but has since been
convinced that it will not affect his
players.
"Maybe I'm being a little optimistic, but I'm not worried. Maybe it
will make us a better team on the
road, I don't know. I've never experienced this before," he said. "But I
don't expect it to hurt our performance in any way."
For now, Qie Falcons will continue
to practice in Eppler South, as they
prepare for their regular season
opener in the IPTAY tournament
Nov. 27, against Atlantic Coast Conference power Clemson in Clemson,
S.C.
"I had some doubts," Weinert admitted of the switch to Eppler South,"btrt it doesn't worry me now, not as
much as those two 6-10 forwards
Clemson has."
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In their relationship, Luella Orwlg and Earl Reams find
companionship, understanding and a source ol personal
growth in each other's company.

A place to live
Relationships are an important part
of everyone's life.
Most people go through their entire lives
improving old relationships and cultivating
new ones.
Residents of nursing homes such as the
Wood County Nursing Home, however, face
many problems when forming dose
relationships.
Audi Hubert, a social worker at the
County Home, says many old people tend to
"draw Into themselves," avoiding close
relationships with other residents and
members of the staff. Many of the residents
at the home have a hard time adjusting to
the new environment. Many are ill. Most
have saffered the loss of a husband or wife.
Some of the residents, on the other hand,
seem eager to meet people. As you walk
through the hallways of the County Home,
they greet you with a smile or shake your
hand vigorously, asking your name and
where you are from.
FT IS a sharp contrast with residents
who, for physical and other reasons, sit
quietly in their rooms, saying nothing,
keeping to themselves, occasionally dozing
off ui sleep.
The more open residents form
friendships with staff members and other
residents.
Some of toe residents, such as Luella
Orwig and Earl Reams, have formed verydose relationships with each other.
"Before I came here (The Wood County
Nursing Home) around three years ago, I
was always a very happy-go-lucky person," LueDa says. "But after living here for
two years, I became crabby and started
acting like an old fool. I felt resentment.
ButEarl brought back that old contentment"
"HERE WAS SOMEONE who was interested In me. I had a resurrection, a revival
of lost talents and virtues," she says. "I
became alive again."
Luella, lesty at 78 years old, has completely recovered from the stroke which
put her In the home. She busies herself by
talking and visiting with the other residents
and by writing and reading about taw,
religion and medktne.Shs also spends a lot
of time with Earl, who is a handsome M.
"Each time Earl and I go out from the
name together, we get remarks from peo-

Story by
Dave Whitman

The need for relationships
grows with age

ple about what a nice looking couple we
are," Luella savs. "He's a spiny dresser."
Luella said she met Earl when she lived
in the room across from his. One morning
she said she heard him using his electric
razor and got out of bed to investigate.
"I LOOKED IN and there he was. I
smiled and waved, and he waved back."
They have become close friends since
Earl moved into the County Home a year
ago. "Earl has a strong personality, but he
is also very sensitive, Luella says. "He is
also a very courageous man."
But if Earl has made Luella's stay at the
home better, she has helped him at least as
much.
Once when Earl was sick, Luella said she
visited him in his room and asked him if
there was anything she could do to help.
"HE SAID, I don't think you can help
me.' I put my arm around him. gave him a
kiss on the cheek and rubbed bis neck for
him. I asked him if he felt better, and he
said, "Yes, I do."'
"You see," Luella continues, "instead of
dwelling on bad things we pay attention to
each other."
Luella says Earl stops by her room at
night to see if she Is all right. "That was a
certain care I wasn't used to."
She said she told Earl once that they are
alike in a certain way: They both wanted a
home.
"AND I TOLD HIM I'm inclined to believe that we could make a home here."
Some people criticise Earl and Luella's
relationship, perhaps because it is so rare.
Lnella says that both she and Earl had to
have a great deal of courage in order to
carry on whs their relationship
"This is what I think. People either
accept me or rejert me," Luella said. "But
I'm not afraid to put my arm around
someone and say 'I love you.' "
Fear, Luella said, is a force which stifles
life.
"When Earl first got here, he thought he
was just here to die," LueUa said. '1 told
him mat we're not here to die. We are here
to live. That's why God put us on the earth,
to ave, not to just fold your hands and wait
for the end."
Approach Ruth McCone as she walks
through the halls of the Wood County NUTScoMMieooa
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Some residents at the home withdraw from human
realtion ships

Early every morning, Ruth McCone dresses and walks to
the courtyard to call "bunny rabbit." "She likes me, I can
tell by the look on her face," aha said.

For breaklaat Ruth set* out a tin lull of lettuce for her rabbit, and sometimes, aa a treat, will Include some graham
crackers.
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University profs publish book on scientific thinking
by Karen Sanditrom
"It's (psychology) a new science,
The basic premise of the book is the
Newt Reporter
idea that scientists working in which means it doesn't have the kind
A book explaining bow most men highly technical areas use the same of backlog of firm finding that chemand women solve problems which act problem-solving processes as do any- istry or physics or biology has. But
the methods of investigation are
as a guideline text for the scientifi- one else.
cally inclined, has been written by
"The figure of the scientist is some- really similar," he savs.
"In our own work, he continues,
University psychologists.
one who is fantastically smart and
On Scientific Thinking has been in who sees things that ordinary mortals 'we used experimental methods an
awful lot. We tried to create simulathe making for about two years, a can't see.'Tweney said.
tions of science in the laboratory by
book edited by Ryan Tweney, Dr.
Michael Doherty and Dr. Oifford
"WHAT WE have found and believe using a computerized universe which
Mynatt, experimental psychologists to be true is that the scientist is using we created and we then put people on.
in the psychology department at the a set of very highly refined thinking They have to play scientists; they
University.
skills shared by lots of other kinds of have to figure out the laws that gov"The book is really an edited collec- people. Yes, they're smart, yes ern notion of particles in that unition of previously published material they're well trained," he savs of the verse.
together with a lot of introductory scientists. "That is essential, but it's
"IT LOOKS a little like a game and
material that we wrote," Tweney not a great mystery that you can't
what one of the things that has been
said. "The purpose is to show that study in its own right."
there is a new area of inquiry opening
Tweney explains that he and his successful about it is that people tend
up. an area devoted to the psychologi- colleagues used scientific methods to get very involved in it. We give
cal examination of scientific infer- conventional to all sciences in their them lots of time, up to ten hours."
ence."
studies.
Tweney says, but adds that testing is

done in intervals.
"What happens is, they sit in front
of a computer screen, with a keyboard ana the screen has shapes in it
with particles that move around between the shapes in a very strange
way. In effect, they bounce at funny
times in funny ways, off the shapes.''
The manipulators of these controls
are not high school students hovering
around a black box in the back of a
smoky gameroom, but advanced science undergraduates with high GPAs,
some graduate students and a few
research scientists.
"What seems to be the case so far is
that the working scientists are not
using anything that is the different
from the students," says Tweney.
"THEY'RE MORE EFFICIENT,
but the strategies that generate success in the task are pretty much the

same (between scientists and students)," he says.
The computerized universe is just
one of their testing techniques but
Tweney says it is probably one of the
most important.
The book spans the writings of
scientists in different fields for about
400 years. While the personalities of
these scientists are not the focus of
the book, scientists seem to be a
rather creative lot.
"The scientists are using creative
processes," says Tweney.
"ONE OF THE THINGS that is
definitely not true about science is
that it is logical. The idea that the
scientist is solving a logical problem
and going from one thing that must be
true and deducing what must be true
instead, is simply false. The scientist
is using a variety of non-logical strat-

egies for constructing a picture of the
universe that fits the data."
Tweney says that while science is
not illogical, some of the tricks used
for getting ideas are dreams and of a
fantasy nature.
Tweney uses Einstein and his theory of relativity to exemplify his
point.
"One of the things Einstein did in
coming up with his special theory of
relativity was to imagine himself to
be a light beam going through space
and trying to imagine what he'd be
doing. In other words, he is role-playing a light beam."
THIS, SAID TWENEY, gave
Einstein insights into what might be
true. This kind of technique then
would be developed into a logical
format. The difference, Tweney says,
is science as learned and science as
published.

NINTH ANNUAL
Put the Profit in Your Pocket

SALE
20% off on all Paperbacks

THREE DAYS only
Thurs.,Friday,Saturday
November 12,13,&14
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: 8:00-5:00,Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00 Saturday

••••••••••••••••••••••••••*
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ELECTION NOTICE |
*
*

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON J
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS *
3
Vote on friday, November 13, in the Union
Foyer from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. to elect four (4)
undergraduate students and one (1)
graduate student as at-large members of
ACGFA. All registered undergraduate and
graduate students are eligible to vote. Bring your BGSU I.D. and validation card.

VOTE ACGFA
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

OPEN NOW!
24 Hours

"On The Way"
MINIMARKET

l-75&WoosterRd.
-Full & Self-Serve Gasoline
-Premium Diesel Fuel
-Pop, Milk, Bread & Assorted Snacks

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Diamond plays "Jazz Singer"
This weekend, the University Activities
Organization will be presenting "The Jazz Singer."
This version of the film, directed by Richard
Fleischer, was originally released in December,
•1980.
As we know, Neil Diamond, who plays the role of
Jess Robin, can hardly be called a jazz singer: the
explanation is simple. The original "Jazz Singer"
was Al Jolson who, as our Grandparents may
remember, was the star of the 1925 original talkie
by the same name.
This time, the plot is similar, but the star is much
brighter. In '25 Jolson donned black make-up for his
part. During an opening scene, Diamond wore a
black face as well, but his was to deceive the audience of an all-black night club. The masquerade
endured only until the song ended and the Ught hit
his white hands. A bar fight followed.

Home

accepted an opportunity to break five generations
of family canloring-of which he was the fifth-to
leave with his black friends for California. There,
fame, wealth, and a different kind of congregation
awaited.
The film opened and closed with "(Coming to)
America," one of the many popular songs from the
fine soundtrack. As Diamond sang, "Home, don't it
seem so far away? we're traveling light today in the eye of

thestorm. "he summarized the entire plot and theme
of the music filled motion picture, he was caught in
the eye of hurricane Molly. It was a dry eye which
was surrounded by tradition, wife, and family on
one side, and fame on the other.

Review by
David Heindel

SIMILARLY Jess, the son of a Jewish Cantori Lawrence Olivier) and the wife of beautiful
Rivka Rabinovitch (Catlin Adams) placed himself
throughout the film in the center of conflict when he

As the storm traveled from his home and
Synagogue in New York toward a recording studio
in California, the winds of change blew around Jess,
warning the audience of comming rains. He left his
wife for what was to be a two week vacation. As the
two weeks drew to their end, one began to wonder
when the thunder would stop and the real thing
begin.
The pressure from the east grew higher, but Jess'
manager Molly Bell (played DV Lucie Arnaz) held
him tightly in the center while the two waited for his
singing break.
WEEKS TURNEDto months away from wife and
home, the storm raged, and I began to wonder when
Neil Diamond could muster one teardrop either in
his eye or the eyes of an audience. He performed
several touching tunes such as "You baby,"
"America," "Jerusalem," "Love on the Rocks,"
and "Summer Love," but failed consistently to
create emotion and life in his character.
Olivier and Admas may well be ihe only reasons
to bring a few Kleenexes to the show unless it takes
no more than Friday afternoon soaps to wet your
cheek.
Where Neil failed, Catlin Admas excelled. She
literally became a woman who had been abandoned
for the sake money and fame, left by her husband
without a drop of respect for her deeply implanted
roots. She was a woman who gave her husband
what appeared to be ail any man would desire, in
exchange for an ultimatum to either leave home
and family behind to live in her husband's dream of
traveling the country singing love songs, or sit
alone with Jess' father wishing his love songs were
more than words and black dots on paper.

County Nursing Home and she will
walk and talk with you about her
bunny rabbit.
The black-and-white rabbit, donated to the home about a year ago,
lives in the enclosed courtyard at
the home. Ruth and another resident, Dale Price, are the self-appointed caretakers of the animal.
"I love the bunny rabbit. It keeps
me good company," Ruth, 65, says.
"I go out to see it everyday. It was
boring around here before the rabbit came." .
Ruth said she feeds the rabbit
lettuce in the morning, and she said
she prays for the rabbit every
night. It has no name because,
according to Ruth, "bunny rabbit
is enough of a name."
RUTH SAID the rabbit is her
best friend and entertains her by
jumping up on the window sills of
the home. Although she wears a
heavy brace on her leg, Ruth
laughs as she chases the rabbit
across the courtyard lawn.
Ruth said she and Dale are better
friends because taking care of the
rabbit gives them "something to do
together."
Dale said he was the first one to
take an interest in caring for the
animal.
"I got acquainted with it. Taming is what it amounted to. It took a
little time and patience."
DALE SAID he raised rabbits as
a young boy, so he knew how to
take care of the nursing home's
rabbit. He said he taught Ruth how
to take care of it, too.
"I think that rabbit's done a lot
for Ruth," Dale said. "She seems
more satisfied with her life here.
She's wrapped up with that rabbit
more than I am. Before it came she
really didn't have much but a sore
foot and nothing to do.
"She's in high heaven when she's
caring for that thing. When she
heardthe rabbit was here to stay, it
just tickled her pink," he continued. "I think it makes her feel
more worthwhile."
Watching her bunny rabbit eating from a tray of lettuce she set
out, Ruth looks up with a big grin.
"That rabbit, she likes me. I can
tell by the look on her face."

Even a journey west by Cantor Rabinovitch to
look his son in the eye for the first time in months
brought only a short shower to the monsoon when
he discovered his son to be shacking up with Molly.
The screenplay is actualy quite well wniten; ine
plot is intriguing. The music adds a flavor which
one may find sweet enough to cover a bitter performance by Neil Diamond. Personnally, I believe it
takes more than yellow camera filters to set a
mood, however. On the other hand, to a true Neil
Diamond fan, a good story line, ten new songs, and
somewhat touching climax which parallels nicely
with the symbolism of the bar fight scene may be
all that is needed for one to feel ne has gotten his
dollar's worth.

Nail Diamond stars with Lucia Amu as his gutsy personal managar In "The Jazz Singer," which will be
shown at 7:45 and 9:45 p.m. on Friday and Saturday In
210 Math-Science Bldg. Diamond plays a young New
York cantor who defies his father, the alder cantor portrayed by Laurence Olivier, to become a pop music star.

from page 8

Debbie Henderson says it's just her
job.
Just her job to take care of the
folks at the County Home.
Just her job to care.
Just her job to clean up after the
residents, talk to them, dress them,
joke with them, kiss them good
night, change their bedding, nelp
them to take care of themselves as
best they can. Just her job, as a
nurse's aide, to help the residents
maintain a feeling of self-respect

staff photo by Dean Koepfler
Debbie Henderson, as part of her fob aa a nurses' aide,
kisses her residents good night at bedtime. I love old people. They can tell that you care," she said.

and dignity.
"THEY'RE ALL DIFFERENT
from each other, but I love all of
them," Henderson said.
Explaining that she decided to
work in a nursing home because
she "didn't have the time or money
to go to nursing school," Henderson said that she has always liked
and cared about people.
"I just like my job. There's nothing unusual about that," she says.
"I love old people. And they know
when you care.
Henderson says anyone working
in gerontology has to have a lot of
patience.
"YOU HAVE TO BE right beside
them a lot, let them talk. You have
to be a listening post a lot of the
time," Henderson says. "But I'm
no different than anyone else.
Sometimes I get short with the
residents; I'm busy or tired and
they just want you to drop everything. But mostly I like to make
them laugh. I'm a clown."
Sometimes, though, there is no
room to laugh.
"It can be really depressing
when a resident who's really special or who you like dies. If they ve
been here a long time, they're like
family.
"Once when a patient was dying,
I knew the family wasn't going to
be there on time, the person would
be alone. I just leaned down and
hugged her and said, Goodbye. I
love you.' "

I think of the residents not as
illnesses but as whole people," said
Andi Hilbert, a social worker at the
County Home.
She said she does anything she

can to help increase the residents'
ability to enjoy life.
That includes practically everything, from running residents to
the hospital to visiting them in
their rooms and in the halls.
When Hilbert talks to a resident,
she bends down so that they are on
an eye-to-eye level. She is constantly touching them, holding
hands, hugging, reassurinp
"IF I HAD more time, I'd like to
get out and really get to know each
and every one them," she said. "I
want to see what's going on in their
lives."
Time, she said, is something the
residents need and crave, but there
just is not enough of it.
"You have to remain objective.
The problem is that when you first
start out you get so wrapped up in
them. And you take it home with
you. You spread yourself too thin. I
used to lay a guilt trip on myself
about that. But you nave to be
honest with them sometimes. I'd
leave here and I would be so
bummed out.
"You have to accept them as
unique and beautiful."
HILBERT SAID that death and
illness are a painful part of her job.
"You start to see people who
have stroke after stroke after
stroke. But you just can't go on
asking God why, why."
She does not like to dwell on the
subject of death, but would rather
talk about life, saying that she has
had more of a chance than most
people to experience life by giving
and touching others.
"I don't think of this as a place
where people die. People live
here."
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Upholstery Car & Furniture
The BG News
Bowling Green's Only
Morninq Daily

CONGRATULATIONS
"KOHL - CAINES"

CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA
OPER HOUSE
SATURDAY
&
SUNDAY
835 HIGH ST
SPA HRS.
MON-FRI
9 AM-10PM
SAT
11AM-4PM
SUN
1PM-4PM

Mike Janaceak

Mark Switala

John Ovorsack

Don Bain

Tim Brake

John Mouch

Don Spuhher

Tom Shanahan

Scott Pipes

Nick Lukaszewicz

John Gray

Andy Mallernee

Hoffsis Top Upholstery
12990 S. Main
ft mile from K-mart
i M

THE KOHL STAFF
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Two brothers
trapped by a
murder...

CW^VOTVVyM
|AT 7:30 a 0:30 P*

in

Martha Mason

Kristy McNkhol

AT 7.30 * 8:30 PM

TOHAVEHISBABV

Cost 50' a person/2.50 a team
Teams consist of 4 players & 1 alternate
Sign up in the U AO Office.

I!

AT 7:30 a CIS PM H5fJ

"Find It At Finders'
"Your Record Library"

BEST SELECTION
GREAT PRICES!

...Take advantage of our

$1 TRADE-OFF!
FOR EACH ALBUM OR TAPE YOU BRING IN FOR TRADE,
WELL TAKE $1 OFF ANY REGULARLY PRICED ALBUM OR
TAPE IN OUR STOCK.

COME IN • RELAX • ENJOY

TAVERN

Buy one - trade one, buy 2 - trade 2,...etc.
Trade-ins must be in good condition.
Sale items and used items excluded from offer.

BOWLING GREEN

1 POOL TABUS. SMUFFLEBO AAD, ELECTRONIC OAMM. PMBALL
FROSTY
i.»e» am am

PATERNITY

Deadline: TODAY!
- ■...
....
njaes

Doug Sharp
Band
Country Music
809S. MAIN

DURT REYNOLDS

T1» Iknn Spx o> d>H-l

ED

Reserve early to take advantage of
special discount fares.

IFMI

^^^SjJOI^ST^N^Il^pj
*T "
,r1/li£/

™~AU SEATS ANYTIME

We're one of the best traveling
companions you can have. We'll
assist you professionally in arranging your vacation or business
trip. Call us today for
* Airline tickets
* Hotel reservations
* Car rentals
* Cruises
* Packaged tours

KatlttwM OHio

M

i THURSDAY NIGHT IS
STUDENT NIGHT "

HEWANTSYDU

MIKE

140 N. Mam Downtown. Bowling Green - 1S2-IM7

H.

nUESOAY NIGHT IS
I FAMILY NIGHT'

M-F7:30am -5:00pm
SAT8 00am - 11 30am

Get your team
signed up NOW
for the...

FOR AN OUTSTANDING
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
SEASON

PHONE
352-9378

HOLIDAY TRAVEL

ENDS
TONIGHT

• Automobile seat covers
• Convertible tops replacement
• ...And many other services
over 50 years of quality service

LINDA

-al

12 TV K Nm NcTtaWr 12. INI

Weekend Specials

GOOD THURSDAY NOV. 12. 1981

Shrimp

itltctta articriattaa tyawaar

Sin9l« Vision

Eyeglasses

$2988

by Hang-Ten
Jogging pants, Jackets, Shorts, Shirts

Irtcludos

65 mm gloss Ivnsos r 4 Of
4 diopfan. Iromei t cat*.

Now

MMMOTON 1 TUIWMaJfTf I
■UtlWGlON «»—"■—« im* ■*- »—fi *-

„

20% to 30 % off

$4.99

Nylon Panty Hose
Disc. Styles
Reg.$2.50

Luckv Steer
more than a steakhouse

2prs. $3.49

Sweater Vests
Tuxedo Style
Red or Blue
Reg. 17.00
$11.99

TM.

»,.- «<• r- *»'<••*• *". •-•»•-

T.K. •rD-25
li-Fwali

$49 88

Imwn fromtilCow

, MONTH SPEaAL,,,,^,.,. J-UQO.

Thermal Underwear
Tops -+• Bottoms
Reg. $7.00 ea.

CONTACT ^.ch4 i.mk *4yww
1 PMC.CC
"*"
tp»dol «xplfi Nov. 14, 1961

We Also hqve BAUSCH t L0MB SOFT LENSJS
for aitigmatism

$4.99 ea.

0p«i Mon li»i Rwi I Fn 9 30 « W*i I Sol 1 30 I 30

ly.» •xomln«4 by
Dr. Hob.rl E. Kl.in O.D. I

AIIOCIOXI

Oplom.lrim

Many unadvertlsed specials
DL Pou,Jer Puff

525 fcdae Si.

The Great American Classic
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a
B«y OBC plua. g«t the nvsl •■taller
aUa for 99'. Buy any giant, large or medium <
site Original Thin Crust or Sicilian Topper plua ■
and get the next tmaUer same style pizza with j
equal number of toppings, for 99'.
Present this coupon with guest check.
Not valid with any other offer.
... •
l.,p„ai,.,n d«lv. 11.2M1 BG
^

•3-0O. •%JOOT • IMtfff. Hu> Ml) Onxinil
Thin Crusi or Sicilian lopptt pizza jnd Rfl St 00 ofl i
Kuitl tJ 00 ulf 4 larer o* II 00 off J medium m pi//j
I'rrwiii this coupon *uh Kuni chrch Not. «<ilid wiih ant
other oflet

bpHMnte 11-26-61

BG

^

1616 E. Woostor
Bowling Green
352-2533 _

(currenl and prospective)

Tuesday evening, November 17 at 6 p.m. In room 200 University I

HoTTT

Sub-Me-Quick wants to talk
Turkey
,
aj
aj
aj
pj

Buys You A Turkey Sub
When You Purchase Any Sub
at Regular Price

■

Eat In, Carry-Out, or Delivery
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
+

f Delivery Hotline 352-4663 ^ *f

Coupon
Expires Nov. 15

Expiration Date: 11-26-81 B.G.

1616 E WOOSTER 352-4657

Special

Special

CHARLIES BLIND PIS

Mon - Dime Draft 8 to 12
Tuet - Tacos And Tostadoes
A
from 4 to 12
Wed

Thur
Frl «,
Sat
2-4-1

- Quarter Beer, Quarter Schnops
Quarter Beer, Quarter Schnops
from 8-10 No Cover
Draft with College ID.
*« *U| "wiie t« ymr request

YOU'RE
INVITED...
TO THE BIGGEST STUDENT
TAILGATING PARTY IN BG HISTORY!
WHEN:

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21st AT 11:30 A.M.
WHERE: WEST OF PERRY STADIUM
WHY: BECAUSE IT'S FUN TO PARTY !

...HERE'S MORE
1. BEER l ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE AT
OLD FASHIONED BARGAIN PRICES!

2.LUNCH. HAMBURGERS AND HOT DOGS OFF THE GRILL
USE YOUR FOOD COUPONS OR PAY CASH!

3• MUSIC. FALCON FRENZY SOUND SYSTEM. SOLID
2 HOURS OF YOUR FAVORITE SOUNDS!
4 e TRIP . 2 LUCKY BGSU STUDENTS WILL WIN TRIPS TO
FLORIDA DURING SPRING BREAK.
WATCH THE BG NEWS FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

the real taste
being up the

5 .FOOTBALLI FALCONS VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN
FORGET OSU AND UM. PARTY WITH THE FALCONS.

FALCON FRENZY!

""

Meet with Or. Thomas Wymer, English advisor and Dr. Lester Barber,
Chair, to discuss conversion of English course and programs to the
semester system.

Pizza inn

Pizza inn?

-Stadium Plaza

Burfinqton
.Optical y

ENGLISH MAJORS AND MINORS

Pizza inxil.

Dine in Or Take Out
• Orders Ready in 20 Minutes
•Famous Original Thin Crust
• Great Sicilian Topper • Salad Bar
Sandwiches • Beverages

in Ml Am 0>M 7 an • WEEK

1

ACTIVE WEAR

All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar and choice of potato
for

Sp«Ml

NV

•voryiWy U« pricM aa
far tat •nlirt tmm**,

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

l«

BaraaatM ntrwvc#$

Give Tliat Studem a Blue KUon.'
©1981 Pobst Brewing Cornpony, Milwaukee. Wisconsin and other cities.

